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 The spaceship was piloted by a turkey family who quickly learns that the spaceship is inhabited by small animals. They are then taken to a crystal planet where all the animals were put in a holding cell and await to be interviewed. Scrat along with the other animals is then interviewed by a man in a spaceship and a lawyer. The lawyer tells them that they will be released in a few days and allowed to live
on the planet and they can only survive in the way they were made for, it is to survive and get fat. The lawyer also tells them that the interview is for them. He asks the lawyer about the law of the galaxy. The lawyer tells him that the law of the galaxy states that if one can survive it is legal, but if one can not it is illegal. The lawyer then asks who is the highest in the galaxy and he tells him that they want

to know the name of the highest in the galaxy. Scrat suggests that he should ask the jackal who is the highest in the galaxy, because it should be the jackal who knows what he is talking about. The jackal protests and wants to know what the question is and Scrat tells him that the highest in the galaxy is the best that there is, but the jackal does not know who that is. After Scrat agrees to be the jackal's
interview, a trial begins and the three animals are being interviewed on the stand. The lawyer asks Scrat's lawyer what the best thing to do is. Scrat asks if he can ask a question and the lawyer allows him to ask the question. Scrat asks the lawyer what his name is and he tells him that he is an idiot, not lawyer. Scrat asks if it is legal to be an idiot and the lawyer tells him that it is legal and that he is

allowed to ask this question. The jackal is then called as a witness and asks that the lawyer be removed from the court because he does not believe him to be a lawyer. The lawyer agrees and the judge who was the counsel for the trial tells the jackal that he is to be removed from the court and the jackal protests. The judge tells him that the trial is over and that he must be quiet. The jackal continues to
talk but the judge tells him to be quiet. Scrat asks that the jackal be allowed to have a dialogue with the judge but the judge tells the jackal to be quiet. The judge then tells the jackal that he is free to go and he tells him 82157476af
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